
Evolution’s Custom Solutions give you 
the capability to mold our products to 
your patients and customize them to 

each of their lifestyles.

PETG Check & Carbon Fiber De�nitive

custom
 fabricated by hand, choose your options

Echo with the Origin Wave

m
ix and m

atch custom
 liners and suspension

Check Sockets 
& De�nitive Sockets
Evolution’s check and de�nitive sockets are 
custom made with your choice of quality 
components and materials. De�nitive sockets 
are made from a special weave and weight of 
premium carbon �ber that results in a lighter, 
stronger socket. For check sockets you can 
choose from PETG and thermolyn with or 
without components.

Custom Liners 
& Suspension
Evolution’s custom liners are made from a 
medical grade silicone. You can choose from a 
tacky (the Natural) or  smooth silicone (the 
Origin) and also add the wave feature as well 
as select the thickness of each area of the 
liner. Evolution’s Aura and Echo Suspension 
systems have custom seal heights, so you can 
be in control of where you want the elevated 
vacuum in the socket.

Push Button Expulsion Con�guration

select a con�guration for your socket

Components 
& Supplies
Evolution’s line of specialty components and 
supplies for the fabrication of sockets gives you 
more options when it comes to customizing a 
socket for your patient. Our socket systems aim 
to give the clinician the most versatility to mix 
and match a wide variety of resources in 
today’s market. We can make the socket with 
the desired components at Evolution or we can 
send the materials to you.

Evolution Custom SolutionsEvolution Industries, Inc. 

Evolution Industries, Inc. ph: 407.839.6213 | fax: 407.367.0695 | email: cs@ossur.com
7199 S Conway Rd. Suite 100 | Orlando, Florida 32812 | website: www.evoii.com

because every patient is unique.
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